July 2015

“Great Lives” Biography Book Group
Brookfield Public Library 2015-16

Books are available at the Circulation Desk about a month before the meeting.

Monday, August 24, 2015

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Native American Son: The Life and Sporting Legend of Jim Thorpe by Kate Buford
The first comprehensive biography of the legendary figure who defined excellence in American sports: Jim Thorpe,
arguably the greatest all-around athlete the United States has ever seen. Polaris catalog.

Monday, September 28, 2015

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Sally Ride: America’s First Woman in Space by Lynn Sherr
The definitive biography of Sally Ride, America's first woman in space, with exclusive insights from Ride’s family and
partner, by the ABC reporter who covered NASA during its transformation from a test-pilot boys' club to a more inclusive
elite. Polaris catalog.

Monday, October 26, 2015

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

The Boys in the Boat: Nine American and Their Epic Quest for Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics by
Daniel James Brown
Daniel James Brown's robust book tells the story of the University of Washington's 1936 eight-oar crew and their epic
quest for an Olympic gold medal, a team that transformed the sport and grabbed the attention of millions of Americans.
Polaris catalog

Monday, November 23, 2015

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

American Titan: Searching for John Wayne by Marc Eliot
Eliot pays tribute to the man and the myth, identifying and analyzing the many interesting contradictions that made John
Wayne who he was: an Academy Award-winning actor associated with cowboys and soldiers who didn’t like horses and
never served in a war; a Republican icon who voted for Democrats Roosevelt and Truman; a white man often accused of
racism who married three Mexican wives. Here are stories of the movies he made famous as well as numerous friends and
legendary colleagues. John Wayne’s life and career paralleled nearly the entire twentieth century, from the Depression
through World War II to the upheavals of the 1960s a remarkable in depth look at a life and the “American Century”
itself. Amazon.com

December NO MEETING
Monday, January 25, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Helen Keller: The Story of My Life by Helen Keller
The story of Helen Keller, the young girl who triumphed over deafness and blindness, has been indelibly marked into our
cultural consciousness. Yet the astonishing original version of Keller's and Sullivan's story, first published in 1903, has
been out of print for many years and lost to the public. Eminent literary scholar Roger Shattuck, in collaboration with
Keller biographer Dorothy Herrmann, has reedited the book to reflect more accurately its original composition. Keller's
remarkable acquisition of language is presented here in three successive accounts: Keller's own version; the letters of
"teacher" Anne Sullivan, submerged in the earliest edition; and the valuable documentation by their young assistant, John
Macy. Amazon.com
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Monday, February 22, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Jane Austen: a Life by Claire Tomalin
At her death in 1817, Jane Austen left the world six of the most beloved novels written in English—but her shortsighted
family destroyed the bulk of her letters; and if she kept any diaries, they did not survive her. While most Austen
biographers have accepted the assertion of Jane's brother Henry that "My dear Sister's life was not a life of events,"
Tomalin shows that, on the contrary, Austen's brief life was fraught with upheaval. Tomalin provides detailed and
absorbing accounts of Austen's ill-fated love for a young Irishman, her frequent travels and extended visits to London, her
close friendship with a worldly cousin whose French husband met his death on the guillotine, her brothers' naval service
in the Napoleonic wars and in the colonies, and thus shatters the myth of Jane Austen as a sheltered and homebound
spinster whose knowledge of the world was limited to the view from a Hampshire village. Amazon.com

Monday, March 28, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Behind Every Great Man: The Forgotten Women Behind the World’s Famous and Infamous by
Marlene Wagman-Geller
From ancient times to the present, men have gotten most of the good ink. This witty, illuminating book reveals the
remarkable stories of forty captivating females who have stood behind their legendary partners and helped to humanize
them, often at the cost of their own careers, reputations, and happiness. Through fame and its attendant ills―alcoholism,
infidelity, mental illness, divorce, and even attempted murder―these powerful women quietly propelled their men to the
top and changed the course of history. Polaris catalog.

Monday, April 25, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Hissing Cousins: The Untold Story of Eleanor Roosevelt and Alice Roosevelt Longworth by Marc
Peyser and Timothy Dwyer
When Theodore Roosevelt became president in 1901, his beautiful and flamboyant daughter was transformed into
"Princess Alice," arguably the century's first global celebrity. Thirty-two years later, her first cousin Eleanor moved into
the White House as First Lady. Born eight months and twenty blocks apart from each other in New York City, Eleanor
and Alice spent a large part of their childhoods together and were far more alike than most historians acknowledge. But
their politics and temperaments couldn't have been more distinct. The cousins themselves liked to play up their oil-andwater relationship. In the 1930s they even wrote opposing syndicated newspaper columns and embarked on competing
nationwide speaking tours. Blood may be thicker than water, but when the family business is politics, winning trumps
everything. Polaris catalog.

Monday, May 23, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

The Wright Brothers by David McCullough
On a winter day in 1903, in the Outer Banks of North Carolina, two unknown brothers from Ohio changed history. But it
would take the world some time to believe what had happened: the age of flight had begun, with the first heavier-than-air,
powered machine carrying a pilot. Who were these men and how was it that they achieved what they did? Polaris catalog.

Monday, June 27, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Selection Meeting for the 2016-2017 season. Cast your votes!

Monday, July 25, 2016

1:00pm

Harnischfeger Room

Mr. Capone: The Real – and Complete – Story of Al Capone by Robert J. Schoenberg
"I guess it's all over," Al Capone told his lawyer after being sentenced to prison for tax evasion in October 1931.
Schoenberg traces Capone's life from his Brooklyn boyhood (he was a notable delinquent) through his famous Chicago
years to his release from prison in 1939 and his death from neurosyphilis. This fast-paced, fact-filled, behind-the-scenes
account of a skilled and brutal gangster lays bare the realities behind the myths about a man still known throughout the
world 45 years after his death. Schoenberg's lively biography resonates with details of Capone's dealings with other
gangsters, the press, government agents and agencies. Publisher’s Weekly.
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